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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

11-7-14 At $864,319, the average pay package given by the
University to 10 of Yale’s top administrators...
11-7-14 Yale Cross Campus was busy today, I copied this
article below, it reads like the Post Office pay package. I
think they do get more... no grin. Cadets at West Point are
getting more than Yale Top Brass as the Cadets at West Point
know the ElectricWindmillFord Escort Suppression is a War
Crime and Holocaust II killing Billions!
11-7-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License
Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 2 more front + rear cams built
into the 55" License Plates with audio so you can record the
Road Rage Drivers, sound activated recording! Falling
asleep at the wheel will finally get a wake up invention, and
no drunk drivers! Zero!!
11-7-14 Supreme Court agreed Friday to consider a major
new challenge... to our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators with
syphilis on the brain. Supreme Court agreed Friday to
consider a major new challenge... to $777 Trillion more in
Oil Revenues via suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort
+ the 1 Trillion Euphoric discoveries + inventions this will
give Humanity. Jimmy Carter's Habitat for Humanity is a
War Crime they will rule. God will create a Hell of burning
gasoline for Jimmy Carter's 1980 suppression of all this!

11-7-14 Supreme Court in our 1984 II Society... THIS DAY IN
YALE HISTORY 1969 A ruling issued by the Connecticut
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YALE HISTORY 1969 A ruling issued by the Connecticut
Attorney General dismisses the validity of non-municipal
police departments, temporarily calling into question the
role of the Yale Campus Police. 800 cops burned in fiery cop
car wrecks will question Yale Top Brass after the Coup... Kerry,
Bush, I bet they abused their Prostitutes as Yale Students!
11-7-14 Yale Student who wrote this, Pedestrian accident
raises traffic concerns... By Jiahui Hu. Knows the Navy gas
station hold ups killed the 81 year old women as the Navy
top brass got laser guided fighter jets not cars in New Haven
around Yale Campus... Yet he writes this story as if there were
NO Suppression of laser guided electricwindmillFord Escorts.
Pedestrian accident raises traffic concerns... By Jiahui Hu,
contributing reporter... A fatal motor vehicle-pedestrian
accident last Thursday has sparked discussion over
pedestrian safety in New Haven. Last Thursday, an 81-yearold woman was killed crossing the intersection of Olive and
Greene Streets in the Wooster Square neighborhood. The New
Haven Independent reported on the incident, and
commenters on the eventual article debated whether a lack
of proper traffic safety regulations in the Wooster Square
neighborhood influenced the accident. Commenters argued
that there are inappropriate street designs, a lack of
pedestrian protection initiatives and inadequate police
enforcement in New Haven. Aaron Goode ’04, a member of
the Wooster Square Community Management Team, said
that while the investigation into the driver’s role is
significant, he hopes the accident will also provoke
discussion about pedestrian safety.

11-7-14 Supreme Court, $777 Trillion more in Oil Revenues
for BENGHAZI, Libya
11-7-14 Supreme Court, BENGHAZI, Libya Nov 7 (Reuters) Libyan rebels who have seized oil ports in the past to press
their demand for regional autonomy said on Friday they
would declare independence in the east if the world
recognized a rival parliament.
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11-7-14 Supreme Court, War Crimes by Homeland Security, of
course the ElectricWindmillCar Supreme court will convict
Homeland Security of failing to catch this killing before the
4 were murdered. Merritt, 57, had been arrested on suspicion
of killing Joseph and Summer McStay and their two young
boys in 2010. Authorities on Friday announced that they
have arrested Joseph McStay's business partner on suspicion
of murder in the deaths of McStay and his family, whose
remains were found in shallows graves last year on the edge
of the desert in Victorville.. At a news conference hosted by
the San Bernardino County district attorney and the
Sheriff’s Department, authorities said Charles "Chase"
Merritt, 57, had been arrested on suspicion of killing Joseph
and Summer McStay and their two young boys in 2010.
11-7-14 $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 C. And you know
1,001 Machines will be invented that can use Liquid H
@ -254 C so to "YOU" reading Greg's web "inventsomething"
that will use a can of H @ -254 C

11-7-14 5 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans
@ -254 C
11-7-14 10 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans
@ -254 C

11-7-14 15 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans
@ -254 C

11-7-14 15 NASA's Real 'Interstellar' Mission to Save Earth
and Find a Home Among 777 Trillion Galaxies. NASA Top
Brass 1984 II guys let Bush Toss Gasoline Bombs at Cop Cars
and SUV's... I think NASA top Brass got Syphilis in the Brain
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and SUV's... I think NASA top Brass got Syphilis in the Brain
from someone who didn't have a iPhone007 that lets you
know the callers "Diseases".

11-7-14 'Nobels Dynamite, was discovered by Alfred by trial +
error blowing up his lab. Today Los Alamos, Sandia Labs +
Berkeley can discover "Dynamite Dirt" that will make Liquid
Hydrogen invulnerable!
11-7-14 15 billion people on Earth; GE thinks it will make $1
Trillion dollars a week in Profits from Windmills that don't
give anyone of the 15 billion people on Earth NASA Made
Cans of H @ -254 C
11-7-14 License Plates will be 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat iApps
for driving down the road with a 55" monitor as your license
plates requires some New England Journal of Medicine
articles, Apple 5K 55" Monitor + as for States at require front
+ rear license plates turn on the Google Ad Sales and get
paid...
11-7-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor; 10k 55" monitor; 15K 55"
Monitors!!!

11-7-14 Fast Track War on Breast Cancer when our 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictators "Pardon" Greg + make Polygamous
Marriage Legal in Key West. Lucas Oil probably won the fast
boat race in Key West just because they have the most
money... grin! Great Race watching the several racing boats
standing on my Pink Trike talking to a 1984 II couple about
our Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station and Gravity's properties
like lights Photons... as I'm certainly ready to Brainstorm
talking to Mary B... all night for the next 4 Trillion Years!
Much Better than "Free Lunch" at the Monroe Count Senior
Center with no conversations about inventions... orders from
the Local Monroe County toaster thieves, grin. Question
watching the Lucas Oil Fast Boat was how many "Linemen"
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watching the Lucas Oil Fast Boat was how many "Linemen"
die a year, you will not get the answer from the NY Times
until after the coup... Widows Revenge on GE and High Power
Lines will be a War GE lost when NASA sobers up to stars that
can burn H for 4 Trillion Years! "War on Breast Cancer +
Cancer War" will be a "Declared War" Closing all Casinos
and State Lotteries to free up 1 Trillion Man Hours will
generate like "Gravity" seeing we don't know how Time +
Gravity is generated but we know they are same can be said
of freeing up 1 trillion hours spent gambling!

11-7-14 "Wynn, MGM Finally Get Their Casino Licenses"
Boston.com Mary hanged herself in the Kennedy Barn over
gambling losses JFK would have got if there were no Casinos!
This Wymm guy must be one of the 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators as the Elite at Harvard in Boston know 15 Billion
People on Earth would die a horrible death if Wynn + MGM
Casinos got a License to destroy Humanity via loss of 15
Billion People working 24/7 with many wives on 1,001 Nobels
in Medicine a Year!
11-7-14 iPhone 007 will come up with an "Super Invention"
in the iPhone007 that solves the problem of distracted
drivers, texting or what ever reason they have been
distracted. "Majority of Drivers Admit to Texting while
Driving"Counsel & Heal Even though 98 percent of drivers
stated that texting while driving is dangerous, 74 percent of
them reported doing some kind of texting-related activity
while being behind the wheel.
11-7-14 Design + Trend posted a 3D Glass Free iPhone 007
that was a Scam so you have to read all the pop up ads!!

Yale... Enough alcohol to call it rape? By Nicole Ng and
Vivian Wang
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On March 22, 2013, two Yale undergraduates had sexual
intercourse. The female student was intoxicated. The male
student was not. Thirteen months later, on April 22, 2014,
the female student filed a formal complaint with the
University-Wide Committee on Sexual Misconduct, alleging
that the sex had not been consensual. Throughout September
and October, the UWC hired a fact-finder and held a
hearing to determine whether the male student — the
respondent — had violated the University’s sexual
misconduct policies. In its final report dated Oct. 31, the
UWC stated that the respondent had not violated University
sexual misconduct policy. The panel recommended that the
respondent and complainant have no direct or indirect
contact for the remainder of their time at Yale.

According to the timeline of UWC procedure, Yale College
Dean Jonathan Holloway — the final decision maker in all
cases where the complainant is an undergraduate — was
supposed to announce his final decision by Tuesday. As of
late Thursday evening, the complainant had not received
the decision. Holloway declined to comment for this story on
Thursday afternoon. Over the course of the investigation,
dozens of pages of documents were compiled that detail both
parties’ version of the events. These documents, which the
complainant provided to the News, include interviews,
emails and text conversations. They also comprise the factfinder’s report and the UWC’s final recommendation. The
documents offer an inside look at UWC proceedings, which
are normally confidential, and reveal what happens when a
student files a formal complaint of sexual misconduct at
Yale. They also highlight a process that has come under
criticism as recently as this week for arbitrary decisionmaking and inconsistent procedures. The UWC dates to April
2011, when then-Provost Peter Salovey announced the body’s
formation shortly after the Department of Education’s Office
for Civil Rights announced an investigation into Yale’s
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for Civil Rights announced an investigation into Yale’s
compliance with Title IX, the federal gender equality law.
The documents reviewed by the News paint a picture of a
thorough process that, in this case, weighed an abundance
of often ambiguous evidence, including messages perhaps
fully understood only by the parties themselves. At certain
points, however, the process did not abide by its own
guidelines, the documents show.

In her capacity as independent fact-finder for the case,
supervisor at the Yale Child Study Center’s Trauma Section
Miriam Berkman LAW ’82, who did not return request for
comment, recorded the accounts of both the complainant
and respondent, collected evidence and conducted
interviews for a 43-page report. Among others, this
document, dated Oct. 15, provides the basis for the narrative
of this story. In an effort to protect the privacy of the students
involved, the News has chosen to withhold the names of the
complainant and the respondent, as well as details about
the location of events. UWC Chair David Post and University
Title IX Coordinator and Deputy Provost Stephanie Spangler
did not return requests for comment. The News contacted the
respondent by email to give him an opportunity to comment,
but he did not reply. The University responded to a request by
the News for comment with a written statement emailed by
University Spokesman Tom Conroy. “The University is eager
to advance open community discourse regarding its sexual
misconduct procedures. That said, we will not provide
details of specific cases, nor will we support the efforts of
others to do so,” Conroy wrote. “We believe that members of
our community will hesitate to bring forward their
complaints or participate in the process if they fear that their
cases may be publicized and that confidential documents
may be made public.” Eden Ohayon ’14, who also filed a
formal complaint with the UWC last May, said Yale’s sexual
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formal complaint with the UWC last May, said Yale’s sexual
misconduct policies are superb on paper. However, she said, if
the University does not abide by these policies in reality,
complainants have the right to publicize their claims.

Ohayon added that the UWC did not resolve her complaint
according to its own timeline. A process that was supposed to
take 60 days took four months, she said. “Yale can’t just hide
behind this confidentiality clause that they make you enter
into as a part of filing a formal complaint,” Ohayon said.
THE NIGHT IN QUESTION: MARCH 22, 2013 The night of the
alleged assault, the female student was drinking and
playing games with friends in her suite when she received a
text message from the would-be respondent. According to the
accounts of both students, they had been involved in a brief
yet exclusive romantic relationship the previous fall. At the
time of the incident, they were not engaged in an ongoing
romantic relationship. They had agreed to end all sexual
contact just days earlier, during spring break. By both
students’ accounts, the male student still had strong feelings
for the female student that were not reciprocated. At 7:18
p.m., the male student texted the female student, and a
conversation ensued. The male student said he was alone in
his room working. At 8:57 p.m., the female student texted the
male student that she was “tipsy” and had started playing
drinking games. By this point, she had moved to the suite of
some other students in her entryway, according to cell phone
screenshots obtained by the fact-finder.

The students continued to text as the female became
increasingly intoxicated. At 9:45 p.m., she texted the male
student explaining the drinking game she was playing,
ending with, “I’m so hammered I can’t even…” According to
the complainant’s account in the fact-finder’s report, the
text conversation was “insignificant chitchat” until the male
student said in response, “Make sure to keep texting me
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student said in response, “Make sure to keep texting me
though, you’re clearly pretty trashed and I wanna make
sure you’re okay : )” Since the two had previously hooked up
while intoxicated, this message set off an internal alarm,
according to the complainant’s account included in the
fact-finder’s report. She said she felt the conversation was
headed down a familiar path — one repeated throughout
the spring — that would end in a sexual encounter she no
longer wanted. Anticipating that she would become more
intoxicated, the complainant said she sent the messages to
protect herself against the possibility of that outcome.

“Don’t let me try to seduce you though,” she texted him,
followed by a second text: “Because that is a distinct
possibility.” TEXT MESSAGES: MARCH 22, 2013 However, the
respondent said he did not interpret those texts in the same
way. According to his account in the fact-finder’s report, the
messages came as a surprise to him, in light of their
agreement earlier in the month to simply remain friends. In
her next text, the female student alleged, she continued to
express that she did not want to have sex. “I mean … sex is
awesome, and I might try to get it from you. But I shouldn’t.
I don’t think,” she wrote. After the male student responded
that he was interested, adding that sex would not be a “big
deal,” the female student said she did not immediately
respond for several minutes. This was another attempt to
avoid a sexual encounter, she said in the fact-finder’s
report. Still, according to the fact-finder, the male student
interpreted the female student’s texts as “ambivalence,” not
an explicit refusal of a sexual encounter.

Several minutes after receiving no answer, the male student
sent a second text saying his roommates were not present
and his roommate’s bed was “looking rather comfy.” The
female student responded, “None of my roommates are here
and I’m too hammered to make it to [your dorm]. Is this a
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and I’m too hammered to make it to [your dorm]. Is this a
bad idea…” In a June 3 written response to the formal
complaint that he had received notice of five days earlier,
the male student said it seemed like the female student had
changed her mind about just being friends. However, the
fact-finder reported that he sensed “uncertainty” and
“ambivalence” in the female student’s texts, and decided to
have a face-to-face conversation to resolve the situation. He
told the fact-finder that this conversation was the reason he
went to her room — not necessarily to have sex. “Nope,” he
responded to the female student’s previous text, “cause I’m
gonna wear your favorite outfit : ) I’m on my way.” The
complainant then responded, “Goto [sic] my room I’ll be
there soon.” The male student said he interpreted her
message as an invitation. Yet, the female student said the
text did not indicate consent. Rather, she said she thought
he would persist until she acquiesced. In a relationship she
characterized as “highly emotional and volatile,” the male
student would often respond to a refusal with “screaming,
crying and other histrionics that she found overwhelming.”
she said. According to her account in the fact-finder’s
report, she was too intoxicated to have the cognitive or
emotional ability to find another solution and simply
capitulated. When the female student returned to her suite,
the male student was waiting for her. According to the male
student’s written response, when the female student entered
the room, “little more than ‘Hello’ was said before she
grabbed [him], kissed [him] and [they] began to have sex.”
He claimed they each undressed themselves. They had sex
twice that night, he said, and once more in the morning.
Each time, the respondent said, the complainant was “an
enthusiastic participant.” The male student said that
though he knew she had been drinking, he had no idea how
much alcohol she had consumed and did not know she was
significantly impaired. He said that after their second
sexual encounter that night, the complainant said she was
sober. According to the fact-finder’s report, the female
student said she remembers nothing more than stumbling
back to her room and having sexual intercourse once with
the male student. The next morning, she said, she woke up
feeling terrible that she had become so inebriated and had
sex despite not wanting to. She said she immediately blamed
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sex despite not wanting to. She said she immediately blamed
herself, lying in bed silently crying with her back turned to
the male student. When he initiated sex that morning, the
female student said she did not resist because she felt refusal
would be too emotionally exhausting. When she reread her
texts that morning, she said she did not remember sending
most of them. She could not recall exactly how much she had
had to drink that evening. She later estimated that she had
at least one drink of vodka and three beers. THE IMMEDIATE
AFTERMATH: SPRING 2013

While the complainant said she was upset with the events of
March 22, she did not initially consider the encounter to be
an instance of sexual misconduct. A few days later, however,
the complainant was surprised when her friends said the
respondent’s actions constituted rape because her level of
intoxication rendered her unable to give consent. On March
28, 2013, the female student sent the male student an email
warning him to never engage in sexual activity with anyone
as drunk as she had been that evening because that could
constitute sexual misconduct. She emphasized, however, that
she was simply looking out for him and did not plan to take
any disciplinary action. Disturbed by the message, the male
student forwarded the email to his residential college dean,
who advised him to meet with the female student to discuss
the situation. In an interview with the News, the
complainant said the dean never contacted her after
receiving the forwarded email.

The female student said she reluctantly met with the male
student over lunch. According to her account in the factfinder’s report, she told him that the evening of March 22
had been different from their previous casual sexual
interactions because he had ignored her decision in early
March to end all sexual contact. The male student, however,
told the fact-finder that during this meeting, the female
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told the fact-finder that during this meeting, the female
student expressed that she was not hurt, and that their
encounter had been consensual. The complainant said she
does not remember saying anything to that effect. For the
remainder of the semester, the two had limited contact. On
May 27, 2013, the male student sent the female student an
unsolicited email, included in the fact-finder’s report, that
detailed how he thought she had changed over the past
year. A few hours later, the female student responded
angrily, writing that he had sexually pressured and
manipulated her during their relationship — views she
would later express to Berkman during the fact-finding
process. She described that in the two months since March 22,
her emotional reaction to the male student’s presence had
only escalated, stating that the mere sight of him could
make her want to cry or vomit. In her email, the female
student also directly accused the male student of sexual
misconduct during the night in question for the first time. “I
can’t figure out quite where to start, so let’s just start with
objective fact: you raped me,” she wrote. “You are a rapist.”
ONE YEAR LATER: COMPLAINT FILED On April 17, 2014, the
complainant visited campus for the first time since taking
the 2013–14 school year off. Once she realized that she would
see the male student around campus when she returned fulltime in the fall, she visited the Sexual Harassment and
Assault Response Education center she told the News. Over the
course of the next few days, the female student met with a
SHARE counselor and Pamela Schirmeister, the Title IX
coordinator for Yale College at the time. She decided to file
a formal complaint.

Faculty, students respond to high admin salaries By Jed
Finley and Finnegan Schick At $864,319, the average pay
package given by the University to 10 of Yale’s top
administrators has sparked conversation on campus. The
salaries of these administrators, including the University
president, vice presidents and provost, were made public
through Yale’s Form 990, which is filed with the Internal
Revenue Service annually as part of the University’s tax
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Revenue Service annually as part of the University’s tax
exempt status. Linda Lorimer, the vice president for global
and strategic initiatives, and Dorothy Robinson, the
University’s general counsel, took home $1,748,767 and
$1,666,175 in 2012, respectively — figures higher than the
average as both administrators received supplemental
retirement packages. While these were the salaries that
attracted the most attention, several students and faculty
interviewed expressed criticism on the size of supplemental
compensation packages for multiple high-level
administrators. Four out of nine faculty interviewed said
that while they praise Lorimer and Robinson for their hard
work, the average pay for administrators suggests a shift
toward corporatization at Yale.

“The problem is not whether, in the abstract, [Lorimer]
deserves such a handout, but rather its discrepancy with
academic salaries. And that signals the increasing shift at
Yale and most other universities toward corporate models of
management,” theater studies professor Murray Briggs said.
According to an Association of American University Presses
report on Yale and institutions comparable to it, the average
salary for a Yale professor in 2013-14 was $192,200, which is
7.8 percent lower than Harvard’s for the same year. The
average salary for a Yale associate professor is $118,300,
while for an assistant professor it is $95,900. Sociology
professor Ronald Eyerman said he thinks the pay packages
had dangerous implications for the future of education.
“I’m embarrassed to think of education as an ‘industry’ and
a university as a ‘corporation’,” said sociology professor
Ronald Eyerman. Branford Master Elizabeth Bradley,
meanwhile, said that the University needs to at least be in
the “mid-range” of other competing universities and
employers to attract and retain the top talent.

Speaking of Lorimer and Robinson, Bradley noted that “both
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Speaking of Lorimer and Robinson, Bradley noted that “both
women have made enormous contributions to Yale over three
decades, and seeing this in the context of their whole careers
and gifts to Yale would be important.” Penelope Laurans, a
special assistant to the University president and the master
of Jonathan Edwards College, said Lorimer and Robinson
devoted themselves “heart and soul, round the clock,” to the
toughest leadership assignments. Yale is not the only
University to provide its administrators with high salaries.
Further, School of Management Professor Jeffrey Sonnenfeld
said he was amazed at how administrators at other elite
schools have used their positions to acquire wealth. Computer
science professor David Gelernter said he understands why
Yale needs to pay “absurd” salaries to retain the talent
necessary to run the University. Gelernter added that in an
ideal world faculty would be paid more, but that most of
them are passionate about what they do and loyal to the
institution regardless.

“Yale has been good to me, from the very start. I’m grateful
and I love this place. I wish they paid a living wage — but
you can’t have everything,” Gelernter said. School of Public
Health Dean Paul Cleary said Yale does not offer
supplemental compensation to its administrators on an
annual basis. Instead, additional compensation is given as
an incentivizing tool for the most talented administrators
to stay at Yale, he added, and as supplemental retirement
benefits — as was the case with Lorimer and Robinson.
“Usually, if you separate it out, their compensation is not
oversized, they’re not getting this on an annualized basis —
this was a lump sum,” Sonnenfeld said. Cleary added salary
levels were determined after careful analyses of comparable
salaries at other institutions. Four out of eight students
interviewed said they are displeased with how Yale currently
allocates funds, but also were not overtly critical of the pay
packages given to Lorimer and Robinson. Wendell Adjety ’18
said Yale should relocate some of its funds toward professors
and away from administrators. He added that he would like
to see professors in the humanities and social sciences paid
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to see professors in the humanities and social sciences paid
more competitively.

Lina Xing ’17 also said she thinks the discrepancies between
administration and faculty salaries and pay packages at
Yale should not be so large. But Xing added it makes sense
for administrators with greater responsibility to receive a
higher pay. The pay packages of 22 Yale faculty and
administrators were listed in Yale’s Form 990, which was
filed with the Internal Revenue Service in 2012.

11-7-14 Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at
the surface of a conventional mirror! Conventional PC with
win 8.2 fix are unable to interact with how gravity is
generated and 1,001 other discoveries!

MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with
Treadmill Desk Designed one's!
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Treadmill Desk Designed one's!
11-6-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License
Plates on cars + trucks! Wow!
11-6-14 55" 5K License Plates are monitors... with a Message
via SIRI + you can call the road rage drivers before they stop
to kill you. No, seriously Road Rage Drivers will not be
driving after the 4 MD womens coup!
11-6-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License
Plates on cars + trucks! Wow!

11-6-14 WW III Veterans will get a Movie Titled "1,001
Invention Projects" and it will also be free at the Key West
Tropic Cinema along with a iPhone007 + that is built into
the Apple MacBook Air + Pro's + Cheers from 4 MD Wives, in
their Legal Polygamous Marriage. This is what finally
stopped the killing of the wife of returning troops from
Mecca! Rank Matters in everything but the $777 Trillion in
BP Oil Revenues as the real motive for the Iraqi Wars...
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was fire bombed by the Top Brass
since 1980.
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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